END-USER LICENCE AGREEMENT
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By selecting the "accept licence agreement" (or any equivalent) button and/or by using any of the Software
included with this licence suite, YOU (the "User") ACCEPT ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENCE,
including in particular the limitations on use, transferability, warranty and liability. The following terms
and conditions are enforceable against you and any legal entity that obtained the Software and on whose
behalf it is used. If you are agreeing to these terms on behalf of a company or other legal entity, you
represent that you have the legal authority to bind that company or legal entity to these terms. IF YOU DO
NOT HAVE SUCH AUTHORITY OR IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO BE BOUND TO THESE TERMS DO NOT USE THIS
SOFTWARE.
The European Union (hereinafter "the Licensor") is the owner of the copyright and other intellectual and
industrial property rights, trade secrets, and know-how related to the Software over which is has the power
of disposal regardless geographical or other limitations. The Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL)
framework aims to provide automatic spatial data mining technologies for assessing the human presence on
the planet Earth. The GHSL framework enables the globally-standardized processing of heterogeneous and
large-volume spatial data collected from fine-scale Earth Observation data, statistical sources, and voluntary
geographic information (VGI).
1. DEFINITIONS
.1. The under mentioned terms printed with an initial capital letter shall have herein the following meanings

unless the context otherwise requires:
"Computer" shall mean an electronic device that accepts information in digital or similar form and manipulates
it for specific results based on a sequence of instructions.
“Effective Date” shall mean the date of first Use by the User.
"Parties" shall jointly refer to both the Licensor and the User in this licence while "Party" shall refer to either of
the Parties as the context provides;
"Software" shall mean any series of instructions constituting a computer-executable program or programs as
well as any modification or updated versions of the computer software. The Software means also all of the
contents of the files (provided either by electronic download, on physical media or any other method of
distribution), disk(s), CD-ROM(s) or other media being object of this licence.
"Software Suite" shall mean the Software and any support materials licensed by the Licensor and any
developments on it done by the Licensor, including but not limited to manuals, flow charts and specifications
relating to the Software, as described in Annex A.
"Use" or "Used" in connection with the Software, as defined below, shall mean storing any portion of the
Software in a machine, and/or transmitting any portion of the Software to a machine for processing and/or
compiling, executing or interpreting any machine instructions contained in the Software, and/or displaying any
portion of the Software in connection with the processing of such machine instructions.
2. GRANT OF RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS
.1. Subject to compliance with the terms of this licence, the Licensor grants the User a personal, non-

exclusive and royalty-free licence to Use the Software included in the Software Suite.
.2. The User may install and Use the Software within the computer environment of the User, including internal
network deployments and/or several separate standalone deployments.
.3. The User may not rent, lease, sublicense, assign, transfer or grant any kind of rights regarding the
Software available with the Software Suite or any portions thereof in any form to any third party except as may
be expressly permitted herein. The User may, however transfer all the rights to Use the Software and the
Software Suite to a third party under the strict condition that the User also transfer this licence and the
Software including the full content of the Software Suite. In such a case, the User shall no longer retain any
copy of the Software.
.4. The User may not modify, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, dissemble, create derivative works
based on, or copy the Software or any part of the Software, except otherwise allowed by law.
.5. The User may not remove or alter any Software identification, proprietary notices, labels or trademarks
which appear on or in the Software and Software Suite.
.6. The Licensor shall have no obligation for the installation, technical support and maintenance of the
Software.
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3. OWNERSHIP AND LICENCE
.1. The Software and Software Suite is not sold to User who shall not acquire any right, title or interest

(including without limitation copyright or other right in the nature of copyright or any other intellectual
property right whatsoever) in the Software and Software Suite, which shall remain the sole property of the
Licensor.
.2. Any copy or partial copy of the Software include in the Software Suite shall be owned by the Licensor
subject to the license rights granted to the User and shall be considered as being regulated by this licence.
.3. The User's rights to Use the Software are specified in this licence, and the Licensor retains all rights not
expressly granted to User in this licence. No right or licence under any patent application, issued patent, knowhow or other proprietary information is granted or shall be granted by implication unless provided herein.
4. DURATION AND TERMINATION
.1. This licence is granted on a perpetual basis and shall be effective as of the Effective Date. However,

Licensor and User may agree to terminate this licence at anytime without cause.
.2. This licence shall automatically terminate with an immediate effect if the User is in breach of this licence.
This termination shall not prevent the Licensor from claiming any further damages. Upon termination for any
reason, the User shall destroy or return the Software and Software Suite to the Licensor and any copy made
partial or whole in its possession.
.3. The termination shall not relieve the User from its liability to respect all the obligations claimable before
the termination date. In particular, the provisions of the obligations relating to the performance, the
disclaimer of guarantees and warranties and the indemnification and limitations of liabilities shall survive the
termination of this licence, howsoever caused, but this shall not imply or create any continued right to Use the
Software and Software Suite after termination of this licence.
5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
.1. The name, the copyright and the intellectual and industrial property rights related to the Software and

Software Suite are the exclusive property of the Licensor. The User shall not at any time and under any
circumstances use the name and the copyright without prior written permission of the Licensor. The User
undertakes not to file trademark applications in view of protecting the denomination of the Software on their
own name.
.2. Third-party software components necessary for the functioning of the Software may be distributed in
bundle with the Software Suite, as described in Annex A. Such distribution and use are strictly subject to the
terms and conditions set forth in the respective licences to which the User accepts to be bound.
.3. Should any third party infringe the copyright of the Licensor or any intellectual or industrial property rights
related to any of the Software included in the Software Suite, the User will forthwith notify to the Licensor any
such infringements and the Licensor may prosecute by law the infringer(s).
6. GUARANTEES, WARRANTY AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITIES
.1. The Software is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including, but not

limited to, any implied warranty against infringement of third parties' property rights, of merchantability,
integration, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose.
.2. The entire risk as to the Use, quality, and performance of the Software is with the User. The Licensor will
not be liable for any incidental, consequential, direct or indirect damages including but not limited to the loss
of data, lost profits, or any other financial loss arising from the Use of, or inability to Use, even if the Licensor
has been notified of the possibility of such loss, damages, claims or costs or for any claim by any third party.
7. APPLICABLE LAW AND LEGAL VENUE
.1. This licence shall be governed by the law of Belgium.
.2. In case of any dispute or difference between the Parties arising out of or in connection with this licence,

the Parties shall settle it by mutual agreement. Such effort shall be deemed to have failed when one of the
Parties so notifies the other in writing. In that case, each Party may initiate proceedings before the competent
court of Brussels.
8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
.1. Any communication and correspondence from the User with reference to this licence shall be made in

writing and addressed to the following addresses:
For administrative questions:
European Commission
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Joint Research Centre
Disaster Risk Management
Via E.Fermi 2749, I-21027 Ispra (VA) Italy, TP 267
To the attention of Head Of Unit Tom De Groeve
ghsl-tools@jrc.ec.europa.eu
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ANNEX A – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SOFTWARE SUITE

AAXY
Version: 0.1.0
Language: English
Functionalities: The software is a command line application written in Matlab with some components in C++
and compiled for Windows 7 and 10 using Matlab Runtime
(http://nl.mathworks.com/products/compiler/mcr/). In future versions, it is hoped that the software will be
compiled for Linux. It needs the Matlab Runtime to work (http://nl.mathworks.com/help/compiler/about-thematlab-runtime.html).
It takes two images in input (raster data with embedded geo information): image 1 is data to process, image 2
is the reference for the Associative Analysis. The output is written on disk and it is a third image containing an
Informedness measure extracted from the inputs (ENDI)
Documentation: AAXY User Guide.docx (general user guide with installation and usage instructions);
Manpage.txt (short manual page that is obtained when running the command line tool)
Programming language: Matlab, C++
Third-party components: The source code is written in Matlab and uses built-in Matlab functions. It needs the
Matlab Runtime to work (http://nl.mathworks.com/help/compiler/about-the-matlab-runtime.html).
The Software also includes GDAL (http://www.gdal.org/), a translator library for raster and vector geospatial
data formats. In general GDAL/OGR is licensed under an MIT/X style license by the Open Source Geospatial
Foundation. A collection of license terms for GDAL/OGR and subcomponents is included within the software
distribution in the LICENSE.TXT file.

MASADA
Version: 1.3
Language: English
Functionalities: The software is a Graphical tool written in Matlab with some components in C++ and compiled
for Windows 7 and 10 using Matlab Runtime (http://uk.mathworks.com/products/compiler/mcr/).
It supports the production of settlement layers at regional scale, by processing high and very high resolution
satellite imagery. The tool builds on the Symbolic Machine Learning (SML) classifier; a supervised classification
method of remotely sensed data which allows extracting built-up information using a coarse resolution
settlement map or a land cover information for learning the classifier. The image classification workflow
incorporates radiometric, textural and morphological features as inputs for information extraction. It includes
ready-to-use workflows for specific sensors, but at the same time, it allows the parametrization and
customization of the workflow by the user.
The software is designed for the processing of single scenes but also for batch processing of large data sets.
Documentation: MASADA User Guide_v1.3_final_2.pdf
Programming language: Matlab, C++, Javascript
Third-party components: The source code is written in Matlab and uses built-in Matlab functions. It needs the
Matlab Runtime to work (http://it.mathworks.com/help/compiler/about-the-matlab-runtime.html).
It also includes GDAL (http://www.gdal.org/), a third-party library released under an X/MIT style Open Source
license. This library is included in the global software package.
It makes use of Javascript Leaflet library to display results.

SmartDissolve
Version: 1.2
Language: English
Functionalities: The software is a vector processing tool written in Matlab, compiled for Windows 7 and 10
using Matlab Runtime (http://uk.mathworks.com/products/compiler/mcr/), with a Python script to be
imported in ArcGIS 10.X. In the future, it will be compiled also for Linux.
SmartDissolve is a tool that handles minimum mapping unit, resolution mismatch between layers, or spatial
uncertainty problems in GISc. This tool automatically dissolves polygons below a threshold area, updating
attribute fields’ values. The toolbox allows to select the ordering of polygon analysis (i.e. from the smallest to
the largest area, vice versa, or order of IDs), different dissolve rules (i.e. with smallest, largest, or maximum-
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border-share adjacent polygon, minimum total perimeter or maximum compactness) and different field
updating operations (i.e. sum, mean or text concatenation).
Documentation: SmartDissolve User Guide_ver_1.2_v3.pdf
Programming language: Matlab, Python
Third-party components: The source code is written in Matlab and uses built-in Matlab functions.
It needs the Matlab Runtime to work (http://it.mathworks.com/help/compiler/about-the-matlabruntime.html).
It makes use of Python arcpy, os, subprocess and muptiprocessing library to import the tool in ArcGIS 10.X.

LUE
Version: 1.0
Language: English
Functionalities: The software is a Graphical tool written in Python and works as a tool in the QGIS processing
toolbox. QGIS is a cross-platform free and open-source desktop GIS application. The tool is compatible with
QGIS v.2.14 and following versions.
This tool supports the measuring of target 11.3 of the SDGS. Proposed indicator 11.3.1 is:

UN version: ratio between the land use growth rate and population growth rate.
•
JRC version: change rate of the built-up are per capita
This indicator allows measuring the Land Use Efficiency (LUE), that consists in the analysis of the evolution of
the relation between the use of land and the growth of population. It works with input raster data on
population and built-up. The GHSL baseline data is proposed as a showcase. The user can define the area of
interest for the analysis of the Land Use efficiency.
Documentation: Estimation of the land use efficiency from the Global Human Settlement Layer.docx
Programming language: Python
Third-party components: The source code is written in Python. It needs the QGIS application to work
(http://www.qgis.org). It also requires GDAL (http://www.gdal.org/), a third-party library released under an
X/MIT style Open Source license. This library is included in the QGIS software package.

DUG
Version: 1.0
Language: English
Functionalities: The software is a Graphical tool written in Matlab with some components in C++ and compiled
for Windows 7 and 10 using Matlab Runtime (http://uk.mathworks.com/products/compiler/mcr/). In the
future, it will be compiled also for Linux.
This tool supports the production of urban /rural definition layers at 1 km grid, following the "degree of
urbanization" model (DEGURBA) as defined by the EC, OECD and WB. The adopted model relies on specific
thresholds on population grid, which are used to discriminate between “urban centers” and “urban clusters”
that are the proxy of “cities” and “surburbs and towns” at grid level. This tool allows users to modify those
thresholds and in this way test different urban/rural definitions.
Documentation: DUG User Guide_v1.docx
Programming language: Matlab, C++, Javascript
Third-party components: The source code is written in Matlab and uses built-in Matlab functions. It needs the
Matlab Runtime to work (http://it.mathworks.com/help/compiler/about-the-matlab-runtime.html).
It also includes GDAL (http://www.gdal.org/), a third-party library released under an X/MIT style Open Source
license. This library is included in the global software package.
It makes use of Javascript Leaflet library to display results.
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